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FUMA
an Anti-Inflation
Token and
provide value as
an asset to
investors &
holders.
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Fuma is using the newest and latest
technology on the most trusted blockchain BSC
(Binance Smart Chain).

FUMA Tokens has been designed in such way
to become the most useful defi token. The
token burn concept will keep burning tokens
from supply consistently.

Token Burn

Fee

Whenever anyone transfer FUMA
Tokens, either buy/sell/swap or
transfer 1% of tokens will burn.

On every transaction
(Buy/Sell/Swap/Transfer) there is 2%
fee. This fee will be deducted and
distributed in Four different wallets.

FUMA
https://www.fuma.finance

Token details
FUMA TOKEN
FUMA is a decentralized One-Stop Defi token on Binance Smart Chain
(BSC). FUMA is based on Automated Market Maker (AMM) algorithm
mechanism.
FUMA is a created with numerous functions such as: swap, lottery,
prediction, Lending, financial transactions, wallet, NFT, game, staking, etc.,
can be a perfect choice for every investor.

Official website: https://fuma.finance
Token Name: Fuma Finance
Token Symbol: FUMA
Contract address: 0x9d872b4a9aaaab513f41c464baaf4033cf6c603b
Technical Format: BEP20
Get FUMA from invitation promotion, Airdrop, or purchase from Pancake swap (DEX).
https://www.fuma.finance

Wallets
FUMA Supported Wallets
WALLETS THAT SUPPORT FUMA FINANCE (FUMA) BEP20 TOKENS

Metamask

Binance Wallet

Trust Wallet

Coin98 Wallet

SafePal

Token Pocket Wallet

Math Wallet

Guarda Wallet

Unstoppable Wallet

Trust Wallet (iOS/Android)

Trust Wallet (iOS/Android)
Trust Wallet is available for iOS and Android devices.
It is very popular and stable mobile wallet.
You are able to buy cryptocurrency using the wallet just click on the crypto and tab for that option to open.

Integrated DApps browser you can use to access Binance Smart Chain DApps – DeFi platforms.
Supports over 40 blockchains and 160k+ assets
You can stake 6 coins and earn rewards using the Finance tab
Use On Binance Smart Chain DeFi Platforms / DApps
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MetaMask Wallet
(Browser Extension, Android, iOS)
MetaMask Wallet (Browser Extension, Android, iOS)
MetaMask is available for iOS/Android devices but also as extension for all kinds of browsers, am using the Chrome
extension.
MetaMask is an Ethereum wallet but since Binance Smart Chain is compatible with EVM (Ethereum Virtual Machine) it
can be configured for BSC network easily. For the most of the first DeFi platforms that were built on Binance Smart
Chain the MetaMask wallet was the first option.

How to set up MetaMask wallet for Binance Smart Chain Network?
Step 1: Install MetaMask Wallet And Configure For BSC (Binance Smart Chain)
Install the MetaMask wallet Chrome extension.
Tap the icon in your browser and create a wallet, it will be a regular one on Ethereum mainnet, write down
the recovery phrase.
Click on the “Ethereum Mainnet” to drop down the list of networks and choose “Custom RPC“
https://www.fuma.finance

MetaMask Wallet
(Browser Extension, Android, iOS)
Enter the details for the
Binance Smart Chain:
Network Name: Binance Smart Chain (You can name
it whatever you want like BSC)

New RPC URL: https://bsc-dataseed.binance.org/
ChainID: 56
Symbol: BNB
Block Explorer URL: https://bscscan.com/
You will now see and be able to select “Binance Smart
Chain” from the network selection list. Be sure it’s
checked on MetaMask to do transactions on the BSC.
https://www.fuma.finance

Binance Chain Wallet
(Browser Extension)
Trust Wallet (iOS/Android)
This wallet is available as Google and Firefox browser
extension. This wallet is heavily endorsed on Binance pages.
It is also a very good wallet to store BEP20 tokens.

To get the details of this wallet one can check binance.com
website. There is enough information how to install and work
with this wallet.
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Coin98 Wallet (iOS, Android)

Coin98 Wallet (iOS, Android)
Coin98 is a wallet for iOS and Android devices. It supports 20+ blockchains including
Binance Smart Chan BNB and it’s tokens.
Using integrated DApps browser you can access multiple DeFi platforms like
Pancakeswap. You are also able to swap BNB in certain pairs straight from your
wallet.
In Settings you can setup Fingerprint or Pincode layer of security.

Can be used on Binance Smart Chain network for DApps
The Browser extension for the Desktop users seems to be malfunctioning
Web wallet not good, with so many ventures hard to find the wallets page on the website itself and drives
you to this web wallet, mobile versions seems to be good
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Math Wallet
(Browser extension, Android, iOS)
Math Wallet (Browser extension, Android, iOS)
Math Wallet is available for iOS/Android devices and as Browser
Extension (Chrome and Firefox)
Math wallet supports 20+ blockchains and the tokens that reside on
these chains. Ambitious team and a very good wallet you can use for
Binance Smart Chain and on BSC Dapps / DeFi platforms.
The Browser extension wallet supports the Ledger hardware wallet
integration.
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Unstoppable Wallet
(iOS, Android)
Trust Wallet (iOS/Android)
Unstoppable Wallet can be used on iOS and Android devices.
It’s very fast to install and open while you choose all the other
options. What coins will you add, the backups (mnemonics),
pin code for locking the wallet…

It has a cool Tor connection option if you want to use the
wallet anonymously.
Unstoppable wallet supports a big number of coins and
networks including the Binance Smart Chain.
You can use it on Binance Smart Chain Defi platforms through WalletConnect option.
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How to buy FUMA

How to buy FUMA on Pancake Swap
Integrate Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20) to your wallet.
Transfer Binance Coin (BNB) from exchange to your wallet.

Click the below link or buy button on https://fuma.finance

https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0x9d872b4a9AaAAb513F41C464BAAF4033cF6c603b
(Important: Be careful to check the correct contract address.)
We recommend to change the Slippage Tolerance between 10 & 20
https://www.fuma.finance

Transaction Fee
Burn Wallet: 1%

Liquidity Wallet: 0.4%

1% Token will be burned from each
transaction. Whenever one
buy/sell/transfer tokens, 1% of total
value will be burned.

This fund will be used to add
liquidity on Exchange (DEX)

Airdrop Wallet: 0.4%

Marketing Wallet: 0.2%

This fund will be used to airdrop
tokens among the top holders or
contestant’s, publish on
https://fuma.finance

This fund will be used in marketing
& promotions as well as new
developments or partnerships.

https://www.fuma.finance

Tokenomics

What is the total Supply of FUMA?
Total Supply of FUMA Tokens is 5,000,000

How many new tokens can be created in future?
The maximum supply of FUMA is 5,000,000. No new coins can be created.

What is token Burn?
It means, to destroy the token. Tokens that burned will never come in circulation and destroy forever. It token burns
then total supply of token will decrease.

What is transaction fee?
At every buy/sell/transfer, there is a 2% fee. 1% of fee will burn and removed from supply.

What happens when all tokens will burn?
That will never happen. Rather the price will increase multiple times. If 5 million tokens either buy/sell/transfer then 1%
of tokens will burn and removed from supply. If we call this 1 Circle, then after 40 circle 4 million tokens will burn and
out from circulation. The number of tokens may decrease but the value of tokens may increase such a way that it will
heard to complete 41th circle or 42nd circle or so on..
https://www.fuma.finance

THANK YOU

